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We construct shadow creeping waves in the prob-
lem of a plane wave diffraction by a smooth axi-
ally symmetric prolate body of revolution for both
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. Using
Fock’s asymptotics as the initial data for the creep-
ing wave amplitude, the theory of residues allows us
to present the wave field in the main approximation.
1 Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the series of works
on constructing the diffracted field in the vicinity
of the axially symmetric prolate body of revolution
from the plane wave propagating along the axis of
revolution. The history of this problem goes back
to V. A. Fock, who constructed the wave field in the
main approximation in zone 2 (see Fig. 1), which
is now called the “Fock’s region” [1]. V. M. Babich
and N. Ya. Kirpichnikova have developed a scheme
to construct further terms of the approximation by
using Leontovich–Fock parabolic equation method
[2]. This problem was considered by I. V. Andro-
nov [3, 4], who used methods different to those
applied by the authors. N. Ya. Kirpichnikova and
M. M. Popov described the diffracted field for the
problem with the Dirichlet boundary conditions
[5,6]. A. S. Kirpichnikova and N. Ya. Kirpichnikova
obtained the first three terms of the wave field ap-
proximation for the problem with Neumann bound-
ary conditions [7,8]. The novelty of the present pa-
per is in the description of the creeping waves in
the shadow region for the Neumann problem.
2 Problem statement and analysis
We investigate diffraction of a plane wave eikz inci-
dent onto the strictly convex smooth prolate body
of revolution. The latter body will be referred to
as a scatterer. Here k = 2πλ is a wave number, λ
is a wavelength of the incident wave. We assume
that the geometric characteristics of the scatterer
are much larger than the wavelength λ, and the
axis of revolution coincides with z-axis.
The wave field satisfies Helmholtz equation out-
side of the scatterer together with either Dirichlet
or Neumann boundary conditions on its surface and
the limiting absorption principle far from the scat-
terer (see ch. 6, § 5 [9]).
The wave field is determined by the ray formulae
in the illuminated area. In the vicinity of s = 0,
which belongs to the boundary of the geometric
shadow, we introduce Fock’s surface boundary layer
O(sk
1
3 ) = O(1), O(nk
2
3 ) = O(1), (see Fig. 1). Here
s is an arc length along the geodesic at the surface
of the scatterer, n measures the distance along the
normal to the scatterer.
The ray method fails in Fock’s zone 2 (see Fig. 1).
The solution there is constructed by the Leonto-
vich–Fock parabolic equation method, see [1, 5, 7].
The first three terms of the following expansion
were constructed in the boundary layer 2 for both


















Figure 1: The main five zones near ∂Ω: lit
zone 1 , the Fock’s zone 2 , neighborhood of
the limit ray 3 , zone 4 is a shadow, zone 5 is
a surface layer full of creeping waves.
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were introduced. Here ρ0 is the curvature radius of
the geodesic at the surface of the scatterer at point
s = 0.
The attenuation functions W incj (σ, ν), j = 0, 1, 2,
are constructed from the incident wave in coordi-
nates (σ, ν). These functions have the form of con-
tour integrals of a linear combination of Airy func-
tions v(t) and its derivatives v′(t) and polynomials
on the dimensionless variable ν of order 2j at v(t)
and of order 2j − 1 at v′(t).
Functions W refj , j = 0, 1, 2, are shaped similar
to functions W incj , where instead of Airy functions
v(t), v′(t) one should take Airy functions w1(t) and
w′1(t). They satisfy the limiting absorption principle
as ν →∞. Besides that, functions W refj , j = 0, 1, 2,
satisfy the following recurrent system of differential
equations
L0W ref0 = 0, L0W ref1 + L1W ref0 = 0,
L0W ref2 + L1W ref1 + L2W ref0 = 0, and so on.
The main term of the asymptotic expansion of
the total wave field in this problem is often called
the “famous V. A. Fock’s formula”. This solution
has been constructed in the vicinity of s = 0, i.e. at
the point where the incident ray touches the scat-
terer. Let us present here those famous formulae




































Contour Γ in formulae (2), (3) goes along the ray
arg(ζ) = 2π3 from infinity to zero, then along the
ray arg(ζ) = 0 from zero to infinity. Contour
Γ envelopes the line of roots of Airy functions
w1(t), w
′
1(t), i.e. the ray arg(t) =
π
3 .
The incident plane wave field does not reach the
shadowed zone 5 near the scatterer surface. How-
ever, following the observation point staying in the
boundary layer with respect to ν, i.e. ν = O(1), it
enters the shadow zone 5 while s > 0 is increasing.
In the local stretched coordinates (σ, ν), those con-
ditions take form of growing σ → +∞ and bounded
ν = O(1). In the upper half-plane, where the imag-
inary part of ζ is positive as σ → +∞, the expo-
nent eiσζ decays as fast as exp(−σ Im ζ). Lifting up
the integration contour into the upper half-plane al-
lows us to calculate a number of residues, which ap-
pear because we leave out the singularities of w1(ζp)
for the Dirichlet problem, and the singularities of
w′1(ζ
′
p) for the Neumann problem.
Formulae (2), (3) result in the following simpli-
fied version in the shadow zone 5 once integrals are
































for the Neumann problem.
Since eiσζ decays fast as σ → +∞, we restrict
(2), (3) by the first root of Airy function and its
derivative ζ1, ζ
′
1, the resulting solutions will be de-
noted by UDir01 (σ, ν) and U
Neu
01 (σ, ν).
Let us now construct the creeping wave in the
shadow region 5 (see [2, 9, 10]). We choose the fol-
lowing form for the creeping wave in the boundary
















3 (s) ds. (7)
Separation constant ζ appears to be equal to the
root of Airy function w1(ζp) = 0 for the Dirichlet
problem and to the root of its derivative for the
Neumann problem, i.e. w′1(ζ
′
p) = 0.
Note that in contrast with region 2 , the arc
length s in region 5 is of order s = O(1), whereas
the normal ν(s, n) is defined in the following way
(cp. formula (1)):






3n, ν(s, n) = O(1).
The Fock’s parameter M is now large, depends on
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Formulae (6) and (7) show that when the wave
propagates along the scatterer, the creeping wave














which arg(ζ) equals π3 , with s > 0. Physically, this
is explained by the fact that when the creeping
waves propagate, the rays coming down tangen-
tially to the boundary of the scatterer carry away
the energy from the boundary layer 5 (see Fig. 2,
[11], [9, ch. 12]).
We obtain a recurrent system of equations from
the Helmholtz equation for functions Vm(s, ν). The
solution is found in the form (6), where φ(s) is
in the form (7). After the substitution into the
Helmholtz equation, we equate the coefficients at
the same powers of k. We assume that ν is a func-
tion of both variables s and n, since we are inter-
ested in the solution in region 5 . We have
j∑
m=0









































































In the latter formulae for L2 and L3, there appears
the large parameter Λ = ρ(s)f(s) , which characterizes
the elongation of th body, f(s) is the principal ra-
dius of curvature of the scatterer’s surface along a
parallel, and ρ(s) is the principal radius of curva-
ture along a meridian.
The following analysis is based on the classi-
cal parabolic equation method, but appears as a
two-scale asymptotic expansion with respect to two
large independent parameters: M(s) and Λ(s).
This two-scale expansion allows us to obtain for-
mulae for calculating the wave field, in particular,
the current on the surface of the scatter at dif-
ferent ratios between M(s) and Λ(s). It can be
shown that the recurrent system of equations (8)
will retain its asymptotic character at M(s) pro-
vided that Λ(s) = M2−ε for 0 < ε < 2.
Figure 2: Penumbra and shadow regions
σ > 0. The field in the shadow region 4 be-
tween regions 3 and 5 has ray nature of the
leaving wave. Region 5 is the creeping waves
zone with ν = O(1), s = O(1).
We use the following scheme to solve system (8).
Operator L0 is the Airy operator and with homo-
geneous boundary conditions and it defines the fol-
lowing problem for V0 :
∂2
∂ν2















0, ε > 0.
(9)
The latter limit agrees with the principle of limiting
absorption; see [10].
Problem (9) has the following non-trivial solution




ζp, for the Dirichlet problem, w1(ζp) = 0,





and function A(s) is arbitrary at this stage. The














System (8) implies the following recurrent sequence
of Sturm–Liouville problems
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Equations (11) are considered on the Cartesian
product of the surface area of the scatterer and a
ray 0 ≤ ν ≤ +∞.

















0, ε > 0.
(12)
The corresponding homogeneous problem has a
non-trivial solution. For the solvability of prob-
lem (12), it is necessary and sufficient that the free
term (−L1V0) is orthogonal to the solution (10) of










· w1(ζ − ν)dν = 0.
The transport equation for the amplitude A0
will be considered in more detail, given that




















νw1(ζ − ν) · w′1(ζ − ν)dν = 0.
The last term is derived from the following equality:
∂
∂s









The corresponding integral is equal to∫ ei π3∞
0













, where ζ = ζp
for the Dirichlet problem,
ζ[w1(ζ)]
2
, where ζ = ζ ′p
for the Neumann problem.























Coefficients A0(0) will be chosen by finding residues
(4), (5) for W ref0 (σ, ν) in the vicinity of the point
s = 0 (see [7]), resulting in
























We supplied the equation for A0(s) (13) with the
initial value A0(0), i.e. for the Dirichlet problem we
use formula (14), and for the Neumann problem we
use formula (15). These initial conditions arise from
the requirement of “gluing” creeping waves with the
solution for the reflected wave in the shadow part
of the Fock’s area (s > 0).
Now we come to finding V1 from (12). We choose
in a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equa-












multiplyed by the Airy function w1(ζ − ν). The
polynomials are defined uniquely. If we substitute
function α1(s) by the formula A1(s) = A0(s)α1(s),
the solution of the problem (12) becomes













If the observation point M(s, ν), which follows







moving away from the surface of
the scatterer, then the value of ν will become much
larger than one, and the Airy’s function w1 can be
replaced with its asymptotics at ν → +∞. Then
the most oscillating factor in the creeping wave’s































Thus, at a distance from the surface of the scat-
terer, the radiation field of the creeping wave (at
least in the first approximation) is a set of beams
corresponding to the outgoing wave having the sur-
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The third term in the exponent of the creep-









= π3 and s > 0
decrease exponentially at a distance from the sur-
face of the scatterer. Physically, this happens be-
cause when the creeping wave propagates, its rays,
spreading along the tangent to the surface of the
scatterer, carry the energy away from the surface
layer (see [11] and [9]).
The elongation parameter Λ in the operator L2
influences the transport equations for A1(s) only for
the Neumann case. Creeping waves obtained in this
paper give us an example of diffraction in its origi-
nal narrow sense as a wave goes around the obsta-
cles. The creeping rays, falling off in the tangential
to the obstacle direction, generate Friedlander–Kel-
ler’s diffracted ray field in the shadow region [12].
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